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Pore water pressure has been recognized as an important factor to enhance the mobility
of debris flow moving in channel of very gentle slope. The creation and dissipation
of pore water pressure are associated with interaction between grains. This study
proposes a physical model for the pressure on mobility of flows with different granular
configurations: the flow with overlying coarse-grained layer (i.e., inverse grading) and
the flow with fully-mixed grains. The flow velocity is derived by the effective stress
principle and the relationship between acceleration and pore water pressure is analyzed
under different conditions. The results show that a high excess pore water pressure
leads to high velocity of flow, and the pressure increases during the movement; and
acceleration increases with time and flow depth under given pore water pressure.
Moreover, compared with the flow with mixed grains, the flow with overlying coarse-
grained layer is more effective to promote the excess pore water pressure and the
liquefaction slip surface. Therefore, the internal drag reduction due to pore water
pressure produces an acceleration effect on the flow.

Keywords: debris flow, excess pore pressure, stress distribution, mobility, self-acceleration effect

INTRODUCTION

Debris flow is a complex multi-phase fluid characterized by wide-ranged granular materials; and
the viscous debris flow (with density greater than 2.0 t/m3) is the most typical representative for
the dynamical appearances (Chen, 1983; Pierson and Costa, 1987; Wu et al., 1990; Scott et al., 1995;
Pérez, 2001; Kang et al., 2004). The fact that high-density debris flows move at a high velocity
on gentle slopes has attracted general attentions (e.g., Rodine and Johnson, 1976; Pierson, 1981).
Resistance to the movement involves two components: the external resistance from the contact
surface between flow and boundary materials, and the internal resistance from the friction between
grains and the inelastic collision (Zhu et al., 2013). However, calculations of velocity mainly take the
external characteristics into consideration. For example, the Manning’s formula based on gradient,
hydraulic radius, and roughness coefficient (Wei and Hu, 2009; Tian, 2013) does not incorporate
the inherent mechanism of high mobility (Liu and Li, 2016). It is also believed that the residual layer
left by the preceding flow makes the channel smooth and reduces the resistance for the subsequent
flows (Wang et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2003). However, the increase in the flow velocity depends not
only on the obstruction of the streambed, but also on the granular characteristics of flow.
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Granular features are commonly conspicuous in debris flows
(Takahashi et al., 1992; Coussot and Meunier, 1996; Iverson, 1997;
Sohn, 2000; Shu et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015; Kaitna et al., 2016),
which have been especially exemplified by debris flows in Jiangjia
Gully (JJG) (Cui et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2008, 2009; Hu et al.,
2011; Li et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2019). Grain composition and
rheological properties vary continuously during the development
of debris flow, and the variation in grain composition is closely
related to viscosity, density, and flow velocity (Zhang and Xiong,
1997; Iverson and Denlinger, 2001; Iverson and Vallance, 2001;
Li et al., 2015). The interaction between grains, as well as the
related inter-grain pore water, is very important for the formation
and movement of debris flows (Zhou, 2014). The increase in
excess pore water pressure has a significant effect on reducing the
anti-sliding strength (Brunsden and Prior, 1984), and thus the key
to the high velocity of flow is the generation and maintenance
of high-porosity water pressure (Wang and Fei, 1999; Major,
2000; Gabet and Mudd, 2006; Kokelaar et al., 2014). The increase
in volume concentration (or density) and the coexistence of
coarse and fine grains are two important ways to cause the
increase in pore water pressure (Pudasaini et al., 2005; Okada
and Ochiai, 2008; Li et al., 2015; Kaitna et al., 2016; Zhou et al.,
2018). The excess pore water pressure can support the coarse
grains suspension on flow surface. Conversely, the increase in
coarse grains causes the compression of the flow space of the
pore water, which in turn increases the pore water pressure
(Qian and Wan, 1991).

Grain size segregation in debris flow also affects the movement
process (Iverson et al., 2010). Studies have shown that grain size
segregation has a profound impact on the mobility of immersed
granular flows, and is strongly associated with the pore pressure
distribution (Bagnold, 1954; Middleton, 1970; Remaitre et al.,
2011; Jing et al., 2017; Cui et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020). In the
granular flow and geophysical flow communities, the mechanism
of the development of pore water pressure and its critical role
in determining mobility have been widely concerned, and some
quantitative relationships have been obtained (Iverson, 2005;
Rondon et al., 2011; Meruane et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2020).
However, the mechanism of pore water pressure generated by
different granular configurations due to grain size segregation has
not been systematically studied.

In this paper, based on observations in JJG, we propose
the effect of the overlying coarse-grained layer (i.e., the inverse
grading structure) on pore water pressure and its implication in
mobility maintenance of debris flow, establish the mechanism for
the flow acceleration, and conduct a quantitative analysis of the
proposed equations. This is expected to be heuristic in developing
dynamical theory of debris flow.

METHODOLOGY

This study attempts to propose a mechanism of debris flow
acceleration based on observation of active debris flows. At
first we describe the phenomena of surges in different flow
regimes and with different grain compositions, and identify two
types of granular configurations, namely, one with overlying

coarse-grained layer and the other with fully mixed grains. The
basic parameters (density and velocity) are obtained and the flow
materials sampled.

Then the difference of stress distribution caused by granular
configuration is simulated using finite element method.
A simplified model is established by using Geostudio simulation
software for stress and deformation analysis (GeoStudio, 2005,
v.4). Coupled with GEO-SLOPE/W and Sigma/W modules, the
stress redistribution of two loading modes (layered concentrated
loading and point dispersed loading) is analyzed. Finally,
under the simplified model, the velocity equation is established
theoretically, the acceleration mechanism of debris flow
under the influence of grain configuration is proposed,
and the acceleration levels of the two configurations are
compared quantitatively.

GRANULAR CHARACTERISTICS OF
DEBRIS FLOW

Field Observation
It has been observed that debris flows can move at high velocity
in gentle channel, and there exists a power function relationship
between the maximum velocity and density, that is, the greater
the density, the greater the maximum velocity (e.g., Li et al.,
2015). In a small tributary gully in JJG we have witnessed a
sequence of surges that well corroborate the observation. In
particular, we find how the flow mobility is influenced by the
granular configurations of the flow. The streamlength of the gully
is 0.8 km, and the downstream is 0.45 km with a slope of 5–
10◦. In such a gentle channel we observed a total of 24 surges
emerging, as shown in Figure 1, which displays the fluctuation of
flow density and velocity.

According to our observations, the flows present two typical
granular configurations: one with upper coarse-grained layer
(case a), and the other with grains completely mixed throughout
the body (case b). Among the 24 surges, we find three, i.e., N04,
N11, and N12, have high concentration of coarse grains on the
surface (Figure 2). The overlying coarse-grained layer seems to
float on the surface of the flow, with little change in position.
These surges move faster than others, indicating the possible
influence of granular configuration on flow mobility.

The three surges were sampled on site by firstly scraping the
surface of the debris flow and storing it, and then the underlying
flow was sampled. Figure 3 compares the grain size distribution
(GSD) of the overlying and underlying layers via cumulative
curve of grain size frequency.

Grain Size Distribution
Furthermore, the grain size distribution can be described by the
scaling expression (Li et al., 2013):

P(D) = CD−µexp(−D/Dc) (1)

Where C, µ, and Dc are parameters, and D is the grain size
(mm). Since C and µ show a definite logarithmic relationship,
Eq. 1 can give two parameters: µ and Dc, which can reflect
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FIGURE 1 | Fluctuation of flow density and velocity of surges.

the variation characteristics of GSD. P(D) is the percentage of
grains larger than the grain size D, and the GSD is featured by
the parameter pair (µ, Dc), in which µ reflects the fine content
and Dc is a characteristic grain size reflecting the range of grain
composition. The fluctuation of debris flow is found to be closely
related to the grain composition (Li et al., 2015, 2016). Figure 4
shows GSD curves for surges at different densities. A debris flow
event refers to a series of surges that occur within a certain period
of time. The interval between surges usually ranges from tens of
seconds to dozens of minutes. Usually, the time of the debris flow
snout passing through the cross section of the observation point
is taken as the occurrence time of the surge, and the parameters
of the surge are arranged according to the occurrence time (or
the order of surges), that is, to form a sequence and number
(Liu et al., 2009). Figure 5 shows the surge velocity sequence
numbered 910,814, which is derived from the time of the debris
flow event. Here, it refers to the debris flow event on August
14, 1991. Figure 5 shows the velocity fluctuation of surges with
different GSDs in debris flow event 910,814, which contains 405
surges. Recent study (Liu et al., 2020) has further proved that
the flow velocity can be calculated more accurately by taking
account into the GSD in the Manning formula. Therefore, the
GSD parameters (µ, Dc) are adopted to characterize the granular
property of the flow.

GRANULAR EFFECT ON FLOW
VELOCITY

Effect of Granular Configuration on
Sliding Shear Force
The flow characteristics are conspicuous as observed:

(1) Although the flow inevitably moves irregularly in the local
area, according to the field observation, the bulk state of the
flow is relatively stable, and its flow regime is regarded as
laminar flow when it is simplified and analyzed here. So the
relative movement between the fluid layers belongs to the
plane sliding type, and the slope surface is generally parallel
to the moving interface between the layers;

(2) The flow depth ranges between 0.57 and 0.93 m, much
smaller than the channel length. So the conceptual model
can be simplified as the flow on an infinite long slope
(Zhan et al., 2010).

Based on our observations, the two types of granular
configurations are sketched as Figures 6A,B. In case (a), the
overlying coarse grain layer exhibits an almost negligible shear
rate in the confined channel, which can be regarded as the
unshearing additional load layer and moves as a whole with
the strong shear layer at the bottom. In case (b), the flow is
fully mixed with grains and no grain separation occurs. As the
increase in coarse grains will elevate the yield stress (Pellegrino
and Schippa, 2018), the grains gathering on the surface will
inevitably lead to the change of the overall stress due to the change
of load form, and ultimately have an impact on the subsequent
motion characteristics.

The model consists of two layers of soil. The internal friction
angle ϕ of debris flow is generally less than 10◦, and it is assumed
that the yield stress of slurry (d < 5 mm) is the cohesion c of
debris flow, which is generally less than 0.1 kPa (Schatzmann
et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014). Here, the upper soil defines
the strength parameter as (c, ϕ) = (0.08 kPa, 2.54◦), the lower
soil strength parameter is (c, ϕ) = (0.07 kPa, 3.50◦), and the
slope is 10.5◦. In the SIGMA / W module, an elastic modulus
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FIGURE 2 | Field investigation; (A) Surge 04, (B) Surge N11, and (C) Surge N12. (D) After the gravels on the surface of surge N04 is dismantled, the underlying
layer with finer grains is revealed. (E) Deposition of overlying coarse-grained layer near the tributary gully. (F) Cross section of the rectangular frame in panel (E), with
a depth of 15 cm.

of 4 kPa is applied to the upper soil material, the Poisson’s
ratio is 0.45, and the unit weight is 2,000 KN / m3. The lower
layer has an elastic modulus of 3 kPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45,
and a unit weight of 2,500 KN / m3. It should be noted that
both small-scale analytical models and numerical models will
encounter the problem of similarity with natural events, which
has not been well solved (Coussot and Meunier, 1996). It is
worth noting that since our aim is to simplify and compare the
stress distribution (especially the slip force) produced by the two

particle configurations through Finite Element Method (FEM),
but not to seek a complete simulation of natural debris flow, we
do not examine all possible terms and processes in detail, nor
describe all possible debris flow characteristics.

For the case (a), 10 kPa vertical stress (indicated by red
arrow) is applied on the slope surface and the solution time is
set as 8.64 s; and for case (b), 10 circular areas with a radius
of 0.25 m in the material model were drawn, and then 10 kPa
load was evenly distributed in the material of the circular area,
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FIGURE 3 | GSD of overlying coarse and underlying layers of surges N04, N11, and N12.

FIGURE 4 | GSD curves of debris flow at different densities.
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FIGURE 5 | Multiple surges of a debris flow event in JJG.

FIGURE 6 | Debris flow with overlying coarse-grain layer (A) or mixed grains (B).

that is, each circular area has vertical stress 1 kPa. The shear
force distribution is shown in Figure 7, from which one can
see that the layered concentrated load can cause the stress to
be redistributed in a larger range and degree, while the point
load can only cause a large local change. Thus, the load applied
on the slope surface is more likely to cause the change of the
shear force, and the increase is greater. If the load is evenly
distributed in the model material body, it will not produce
substantive shear slip channel for the model. A monitoring line
(blue dotted line in the figure) is set in the model to monitor
the transverse shear force, with results shown in Figure 8. It is
observed that in two different load forms, the redistributed shear
force values caused by layered concentrated load are significantly
higher than those caused by the point load. The range of
redistributed shear force values caused by layered concentrated
load is mainly between 2,000 and 6,000 kPa, and the point load
is mainly between 1,000 and 3,500 kPa. The spatial difference

after stress redistribution indicates that the layered concentrated
load on the surface is more conducive to the generation of
shear sliding force.

Granular Configuration and Pore Water
Pressure
Case a: Flow With Overlying Coarse-Grained Layer
Now we consider the pore water pressure (Pp) for the two cases.
Generally, Up changes with the depth h, i.e.,

Pp = ρwgh cos2 α (2)

For the homogeneous flow (underlying layer) containing solid
grains, pore water pressure is:

P = ρmgh cos2 α (3)
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FIGURE 7 | Stress redistribution caused by layered concentrated load and point load.
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FIGURE 8 | Variation of maximum transverse shear force.

where ρw and ρm refer to the density of water and the
fluid containing solid grains, respectively, and h is the
depth of debris flow.

Because the pore pressure is closely related to the solid
volumetric concentration (Cv) at the flow depth h, the excess pore
pressure can be expressed as:

Pw = P − Pp = (ρr − ρw)

∫ h

0
Cvdh · cos2 α (4)

where ρr is the density of solid grains and ρm refers to the density
of the fluid containing solid grains. Here, it is assumed that the
solid grains in the fluid are uniformly dispersed, and the fluid

density of the underlying layer is ρm. According to the following
equation:

Cv =
ρm − ρw

ρr − ρw
(5)

Eq. 4 can be rewritten as

Pw = (ρm − ρw) gh cos2 α (6)

Due to high grain concentration, the underlying layer exhibits
high buoyancy and is characterized by viscoelasticity. When the
coarse-grained skeleton is thoroughly mixed with the viscous
medium, both of them carry the stress, and the density of
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overlying layer is basically regarded as the solid density ρr , and
the normal stress in underlying layer is

σ =
(
ρmgh2 + ρrgh1

)
cos2 α (7)

The effective stress σ1 is

σ1 = σ − Pp (8)

By combining Equations 6–8, the following formula can be
obtained:

σ1=
[
(ρr − ρw) h1 + (ρm − ρw) h2

]
g cos2 α (9)

The overlying coarse-grained layer is supposed to be an
unsaturated zone, so

ρr − ρw =
Gr + Ste

1+ e
ρw − ρw (10)

The underlying layer is supposed to be a saturated zone, so we
can get

ρm − ρw =
G
′

rS
′

t + ωG
′

r

S′t + ωG′r
ρw − ρw (11)

and

ω =
S
′

te
′

G′r
(12)

where Gr and Gr ′ respectively, refer to the relative density of
overlying coarse-grained layer and underlying layer; e and e′are,
respectively, the void ratio of overlying coarse-grained layer and
underlying layer; ω is the saturated water content; Stand S

′

t denote
the saturation of overlying coarse-grained layer and underlying
layer, respectively. By adding Equations 9–11 to Equation 12, the
effective stress can be obtained:

σ1=

[(
Gr + Ste

1+ e
ρw − ρw

)
h1+

(
G
′

r + e′

1+ e′
ρw − ρw

)
h2

]
g cos2 α

(13)

Case b: Flow With Fully Mixed Grains
For case (b), when there is no coarse-grained layer on the surface
of the debris flow, the flow is considered to be homogeneously
mixed, and the natural density of the soil is ρs. Since the density
of this high-density debris flow uniformly mixed with grains can
be directly estimated by the GSD parameters (µ, Dc), the above
derivation can be simplified as follows for ease of the follow-up
analysis of the calculation case, and the derivation process is as
follows:

σ = ρmgH cos2 α (14)

Then,
σ1 = (ρm − ρs + ρw) gH cos2 α (15)

The shear strength is expressed as:

τf = c+ (ρm − ρs − ρw)gH cos2 α tan φ (16)

The sliding force in the shear direction is:

τ = ρmgH sin α (17)

According to the density calculation formula (Wang et al., 2017):

ρm = 1.26µ−0.132
+ 0.049D0.443

c (18)

The following equation can be obtained:

F = τ− τf =
(
1.26µ−0.132

+0.049D0.443
c

)
gH(sin α− cos2

α tan ϕ)+(ρs + ρw)gH cos2 α tan ϕ− c (19)

Granular Effect on Acceleration
For case (a), according to Coulomb’s theory, the shear strength
τf (kPa) of micro-element fluid in the underlying layer can be
expressed as:

τf = c+ σ1 tan ϕ (20)

where c is the cohesion and ϕ is the angle of internal friction. In
order to facilitate the calculation, we assume that the c value is the
measured yield stress value of debris flow slurry (d < 5 mm). By
adding Eq. 13 to Eq. 20, we can get:

τf = c+

[(
Gr + Ste

1+ e
− 1

)
h1+

(
G
′

r + e′

1+ e′
− 1

)
h2

]

ρwg cos2 α tan ϕ (21)

The sliding force of underlying layer is equal to the sum of
the component force in the shear direction caused by the gravity
of micro-element fluid (G′) and the penetrating force component
(J′) of water in solid grains:

τ =

(
G
′

r + e′

1+ e′
h2 sin α+

Gr + Ste
1+ e

h1 sin α+ (h1 + h2) cos α

)
ρwg

(22)
It is supposed that a(m/s2) is the flow accelerated velocity and
m(kg) is the mass per unit volume, and the viscous resistance in
the shear sliding zone is not taken into consideration. According
to Newton’s second law, we can know:

v =
τ− τf

m
t + v0 (23)

For unit volume of debris flow, by combining Equations 22, 23,
we can know:

v1 =

(
G
′

r+e′

1+e′ h2 sin α+
Gr+St e

1+e h1 sin α+(h1+h2) cos α

)
Ppt

(h1+h2)ρm cos2 α

−

ct+
[(

Gr+St e
1+e −1

)
h1+

(
G
′

r+e′

1+e′ −1
)

h2

]
Pp tan ϕt

(h1+h2)ρm
+ v0

(24)

By figuring out the partial derivative with respect to t for Eq. 24,
we can get:

a1 =

(
(G
′

r+e′)h2 sin α

1+e′ +
(St e+Gr )h1 sin α

1+e +(h1+h2) cos α

)
Pp

(h1+h2)ρm cos2 α

−

c+
((

St e+Gr
1+e −1

)
h1+

(
G′r+e′

1+e′ −1
)

h2

)
Pp tan ϕ

(h1+h2)ρm

(25)
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The simultaneous formulas (19) and (23) are available:

v2 = (
1.26µ−0.132

+0.049D0.443
c

)
gHt(sin α− cos2 α tan ϕ)

+ρsgHt cos2 α tan ϕ+Ppt tan ϕ− ct
ρm

+ v0

(26)

Then the partial differential with respect to t for Equation 25
gives:

a2 = (
1.26µ−0.132

+0.049D0.443
c

)
gH(sin α− cos2 α tan ϕ)

+ρsgHt cos2 α tan ϕ+Pp tan ϕ− c
ρm

(27)

Quantitative Analysis
Case a: Flow With Overlying Coarse-Grained Layer
Now we apply the Equations 24, 25 above to the case (a) of the
observed debris flows, with parameters listed in Table 1. The
mass per unit volume is 2,000 kg, and the initial flow velocity is
v0 = 1.5 m/s, assuming the thickness of the overlying coarse layer,
h1 = 0.25 m, and the thickness of the underlying layer, h2 = 0.75 m.
The basic calculation parameters of the debris flow are shown in
Table 2.

Then the “v1-Up” and “a1-Up” relationships can be obtained
for surges with overlying coarse-grained layer (Figures 9, 10).

It can be seen that both the velocity and the acceleration are
positively correlated with the pore water pressure. The remaining
sliding force continues to decrease, and the fluidity increases,
greatly reducing the time for the debris flow to move to the
channel outlet. However, when the residual sliding force is zero,
the debris flow is stable and slow.

Case b: Flow With Fully Mixed Grains
For the debris flow with mixed grains, the v2-Up relationship is
shown in Figure 11, with parameters listed in Table 1.

Figure 12 reflects the acceleration changes at different depths.
The vertical load form generated by the aggregation of coarse
particles on the surface of the debris flow is beneficial to the
formation of high excess pore water pressure and then accelerates
the liquefaction of the sliding surface. It can be seen that under
the same pore water pressure condition, the larger the flow depth,

TABLE 1 | Calculating parameters.

Parameter (µ , Dc) α (◦) ϕ (◦) C(kPa) ρ s(kg/m3)

Parameter value (0.056, 14.66) 10◦ 2.54◦ 0.08 1,810

TABLE 2 | Debris flow calculation parameters.

Parameter c(kPa) ϕ (◦) α (◦) Gr/G
′

r St e/e′

Parameter value 0.08 2.54◦ 10◦ 2.75/2.71 0.9 0.39/0.34

the greater the acceleration, which is mainly because the increase
in the sliding force promotes the acceleration.

Compared with the case (a), the rate of acceleration growth in
case (b) is small. If the debris flow appears as a homogeneous fluid
with good integrity, and there is no grain separation, the pore
pressure does not change much during the movement, the pore
water pressure does not continue to increase and be maintained,
and therefore does not have an acceleration effect on the flow.

DISCUSSION

Due to the difficulty of obtaining granular properties from active
debris flows in the field, grain composition and separation are
often neglected despite their profound impact on debris flow
dynamics (Scheidl and Rickenmann, 2010; Hürlimann et al.,
2015). In this study, we found that granular configuration
has a certain influence on mobility, which mainly includes
layered configuration (including overlying coarse-grained layer)
and mixed configuration (uniform mixing of grains). Both the
configurations produce different forms of stress distribution and
lead to different level of acceleration. Excess pore water pressure
and viscoplastic yield stress are two important processes that
cause debris flow deposition (Johnson, 1970; Hutchinson, 1986;
Coussot and Proust, 1996). The low dissipation rate of excess pore
water pressure and the decrease of viscoplastic yield stress can
promote the continuous movement of debris flow. Stress analysis
of the two configurations is helpful for better understanding the
granular effect in debris flow dynamics.

We know that the excess pore water pressure is caused by the
change of the total stress on the soil unit, which is easy to occur
in granular materials with larger compressibility and smaller
permeability coefficient. Debris flow permeability is related to the
grain size, and the wide-graded particle composition is conducive
to water confinement and low permeability (Gabet and Mudd,
2006; Sterling and Slaymaker, 2007). There are many narrow
pores between grains, and the layered concentrated load formed
by conspicuous gravel accumulation in the upper part further
facilitates the lower fluid to be compressed and thus generate
excess pore water pressure, which makes the debris flow liquefy
and accelerates its movement. The bottom of the flow mass first
liquefies to form a liquefied sliding surface, which reduces the
sliding resistance and accelerates the flow of the debris flow. In
addition, the layered concentrated load in the lower part caused
by the aggregate surface is more conducive to the shearing and
sliding of the debris flow, thereby promoting the continuous
movement on the gentle slope. The coarse grains drift toward the
top of the shear layer, followed by relatively small grains, and fine
and dense grains gather at the bottom. The separation of coarse
grains from the bottom fluid helps to reduce the yield stress
(Pellegrino and Schippa, 2018). In the meantime, the increase in
the content of fine grains contributes to the maintenance of excess
pore water pressure (De Haas et al., 2015), while the relative
increase in fine grains in the lower part contributes to the drag
reduction of the channel bed (Toms, 1948; Gust, 1976; Heywood
and Richardson, 1978; Lian and Hong, 1994). All these factors
slow down the deposition process of debris flow. The dynamic
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change of coarse and fine grains affects the rheological properties,
for example, when the solid volume concentration of coarse
grains is less than that of fine grains, the static and dynamic yield
stress will be significantly reduced (Kaitna et al., 2007; Pellegrino
and Schippa, 2018).

The separation of coarse grains is conducive to reducing
discrete shear resistance. In addition, because coarse grains
gather on the surface, the high-density debris flow has a
higher normal pressure (or additional pore pressure), which
further reduces the effective weight of coarse grains in the
lower fluid and weakens the settling speed of laminar grains

(Gabet and Mudd, 2006). As thus, the slowing down of the
settling speed of the grains in the flow allows the lower fluid
to maintain the wide grain size distribution or poor sorting
of the granular phase, which contributes to the generation and
maintenance of high excess pore water pressure (Pierson, 1981).
During the movement of debris flow, the grains will undergo
continuous adjustment. This process is generally concomitant
with the redistribution of internal stress and excess pore water
pressure. The redistribution of the two parameters will in turn
affect the velocity of debris flow. Research on debris flow
mobility on gentle slopes should not merely consider the external
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resistance (resistance reduction of the bed), but pay more
attention to the self-acceleration effect between grains.

CONCLUSION

Based on field observations of debris flow surges, this study
proposes a dynamical model for debris flow acceleration due to
pore water pressure associated with granular configurations. It
is found that flow with overlying coarse grains is more likely to
give rise to a high pore water pressure and thus obtain a high
mobility. Specific conclusions can be drawn as follows: Debris

flow movement promotes the separation of different grain sizes,
and the segregated grains cause differences in load patterns.
When coarse grains separate and accumulate on the surface
of debris flow, a layered concentrated load is formed on the
surface. This change promotes the redistribution of the internal
stress of the flow body and increases the sliding shear force and
hence the excess pore water pressure to a greater extent, which
intensifies the formation of the liquefaction slip surface in the
debris flow. The separation and accumulation of coarse grains on
the surface of debris flow is a significant granular configuration
that promotes the generation of excess pore water pressure and
hence accelerates the debris flow.
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